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ArgoGraph-WHITE & CLEAR 
are cast on a PET carrier to aid 
in adhesive coating and fi nal 
installation

Increasing numbers of pressure-
sensitive fi lm coaters and con-
verters, and in turn, commercial 
graphics printers, are turning to 
the Argo Graph® TPU Graph-
ic Film System for its excellent 
abrasion resistance, conform-
ability, service temperature per-
formance, UV resistance, Class-
A gloss fi nish and environmental 
friendliness.

PRINT & PROTECT
PERFORMANCE 
GRAPHICS & LABELS
Part 1: ArgoGraph-WHITE is 
a >2-mil, premium-grade, print-
able facestock that utilizes the 
same proprietary, lubricant-free 
urethane resin technology as 
the highly successful automo-
tive paint & electronic display 
protection fi lms we market 
worldwide.  

Part 2: ArgoGraph-CLEAR is 
a 1-4 mil, premium-grade, opti-
cally clear facestock that utiliz-
es the same resin technology to 
provide outstanding protection 
over graphics reproduced on 
ArgoGraph-WHITE or other 
non-TPU printed substrates.

The result is an exceptionally 
durable, highly conformable, 
high gloss fi lm system that is 
compatible with most commer-
cial pressure-sensitive-adhesive 
systems and is ideally suited 
for performance graphics in 
extreme environments:

■ Wraps and decals for cars
■ Motor coach decorations
■ Fleet truck graphics
■ Transit advertising
■ Motorcycle/dirt bike/ATV/
 snowmobile graphics
■ Extreme sport helmets
■ Gas station/pump skirts
■ Floor and window advertis-

ing graphics
■ Lawn & garden equipment

■ Power tool labels
■ Safety/hazard markings
■ Product identification

DESIRABLE 
PROPERTIES
ArgoGraph is well-suited for 
use wherever graphics will 
be exposed to sun, weather or 
temperature extremes, heavy-
use or abrasive conditions.  It 
exhibits all the desirable char-
acteristics inherent in aliphatic 
polyurethanes:
■ Highly flexible, conformable.
■ Stretches without color loss.
■  Fast installation with hand & 

squeegee pressure, heat gun 
rarely needed.

■  Outdoor durability.
■ Abrasion resistance.
■ Excellent high- and low-

temperature performance, 
cold-crack resistance.

■ UV resistance (5 year).
■ No plasticizers to migrate 

and  cause embrittlement or 
adhesive incompatibility.

■ Resistance to hydrocarbons, 
ozone, road chemicals.

■ Halogen-free, PVC- free, 
phthalate-free.

SWM ADDS VALUE
In addition to the benefits of the 
polymer itself, SWM adds:

■ Proprietary extrusion 
techniques that produce the 
fl attest TPU fi lms.

■ Photographic inspection sys-
tems ensure extremely low 
gel, high optical clarity.

■ Class-A gloss fi nish.
■ Widest sheet in the industry.
■ Longest rolls available, up to 

1000 splice-free yards.
■ PET carrier for ease of film 

converting and installation.
 The ArgoGraph system’s 
performance characteristics, 
combined with SWM’s ability 
to custom engineer and extrude 

Why are PSA coaters, converters & printers 
turning to SWM’s graphic film system?

UV and weather resistant 
ArgoGraph facestocks resist the 
harsh environments inherent 
in many outdoor advertising, 
signage and OEM product ID 
applications

the right fi lm for your specifi c 
application, results in a consis-
tency of value unequalled in the 
specialty fi lms industry.

Please visit www.swmintl.com for more detailed technical 
information and ArgoGraph-WHITE printer profi les

Property ArgoGraph
WHITE

ArgoGraph
CLEAR

Film type aliphatic polycaprolactone urethane

Application graphic printing overlaminate

Gauge >2-mils (50µ) 1-4 mils (25-100µ) 

Width 62 inches (1.57 meters)

Length Up to 1000 non-spliced yds (914.4 meters)

Tensile strength ASTM D-412   7000 psi (48.26 MPa)

Elong @ break ASTM D-412   450%

UV resistance A10 QUV testing – No change at 3000 hrs

Surface tension ASTM D-2578   >35 dyne/cm

Gloss, 60° OTM 3-309    >80

Haze D-1003   <1% on ArgoGraph-CLEAR

TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Flexible, conformable ArgoGraph printing & overlaminate fi lms are 
ideal for use in printing & protecting decorative automotive and RV 

graphics or advertising wraps for cars, trucks & buses 

Because it’s the future of non-pvc printing 
   and overlaminate films for exterior graphics

PVC-free
plasticizer-free

halogen-free
phthalate-free

aliphatic 
polyurethane
graphic films 



The Clear Choice 
SWM is the clear choice for custom-
engineered, high-performance, polyurethane 
film and sheet for a wide variety of critical 
“can’t fail” applications.  The company 
has extensive experience in flat-die, 
cast-on-carrier, and blown-film-extrusion 
technologies, as well as extrusion coating 
and multi-layer constructions.  
 SWM offers precision film & sheet 
products made from the full range of 
extrudable polyurethane resins, as well as 
copolyesters and other difficult-to-extrude 
specialty thermoplastic elastomers.
 A technical force in the specialty films 
industry, SWM continues to set the standard 
for innovation, capability, and commitment 
to excellence in film extrusion and customer 
satisfaction.  
 This is evidenced by the SWM
Innovation Center, the industry’s first-of-
its-kind research & development facility 
devoted solely to advancing the state of 
polyurethane film and sheet.  With a hard-
walled white room environment, flat-die and 
blown-film lab lines, as well as production-
level extrusion lines and a fully dedicated 
research staff, this resource allows SWM 
to continue to provide its customers with 
unequalled technical service for decades to 
come.
 At every step of the design and 
production process, SWM adds value.  
 SWM is the Clear Choice!

All statements, product characteristics, and performance data contained herein are believed to be reliable based on observation and testing, but no representations, 
guarantees, or warranties of any kind are made as to accuracy, suitability for particular applications, or the results to be obtained.  Nothing contained herein is 
to be considered to be permission or a recommendation to use any proprietary process or technology without permission of the owner.  No warranty of any kind, 
expressed or implied, is made or intended.

Digital in-line gauge control and 
photographic inspection systems 
help ensure the best possible 
film quality

Flat-die and blown-film lab lines 
enhance the SWM Innovation 
Center’s capabilities

Class-7 soft-walled clean rooms 
inside 8000 square-foot hard-walled 
white room
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